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ABSTRACT: The evolution of the Common Agricultural Policy is marked by distinct graduality. The first stage was subject to food self-sufficiency priority, the second was clearly of a pro-demand character. The third stage, related to the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) reform after 2013, is distinguished by changes in the model of the agricultural sector products consumption, and takes into account usefulnesses connected with the well-being of the natural environment and provision of public goods. The aim of this article is to point out proposals of changes in the EU agricultural policy, especially in the scope of the direct subsidies mechanism, from the point of view of the benefits for rural areas in Poland. The authors indicate that the utmost pro-efficiency and modernization orientation of the 1st and 2nd pillar of CAP within current institutional frameworks is in the interest of the Polish agriculture.
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Introduction

Since its creation in the 1950’s, the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) has gone through significant changes, from a policy geared towards increasing supply and ensuring food self-sufficiency through supporting agricultural incomes and stimulating internal demand, to directing it towards sustainable growth equally considering economic, social and environmental criteria. The next period of EU 2014-2000 budget programming and further CAP reforms are now ahead of us. They will take place under conditions of adjustments to the new limitations resulting from the agricultural negotiations within WTO, challenges related to changes in the natural environment, and a will to limit the EU budgetary funds allotted to the rural areas and agriculture under the pressure of some member states and tax payers’ criticism. The next financial perspective will then be planned under the influence of internal and external factors different from the past ones. Therefore, there is a need of a comprehensive assessment paying special attention to economic effectiveness, social adequacy, and health and ecological criteria. CAP will evolve towards harder and harder policy, and obtaining funds will involve meeting new criteria for realizing new goals.

The new mechanisms of the EU agriculture policy need to take into account deepening of the globalization processes, running through, inter alia, the concentration of productive factors and mounting inequalities in the division and depreciation of agriculture. Globalization causes the market to push with redoubled strength towards microeconomic effectiveness (today - corporate). And relying on the effectiveness relations, it does neither solve the food problem nor the income problem. However, it gives rise to new challenges, because the external effects, especially environmental ones, are being transferred to the global level (Zegar, 2010a). Therefore, there exists a need of adjusting to the globalization processes, while simultaneously creating coordinating instruments at the supranational level. The lack of any coordination of this policy in the EU
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together with a reduction of national support may lead to a scenario according to which countries would compete solely through global prices and microeconomic effectiveness, assuming global standardization of quality and consumption. Therefore food would be produced in the cheapest locations with the cheapest labour force.

The aim of the hereby article is to present proposals of changes in the common agricultural policy after 2013 in the context of rural areas development in Poland. It places special emphasis on the issues related to the mechanism of the direct subsidies which occupy most of the public debate and whose form arouses many controversies. The authors attempt to present their own opinions on the adopted agreements on the basis of the European Commission documents and the standpoints of scientific institutions and experts. Since the intention of the hereby publication is to, inter alia, point out the proposals of changes in the support mechanism, it is partially a review in nature. Such an approach enables deeper understanding of the EU agricultural policy and allows us to assess the future reforms. The emphasis has been put on the application aspect and an explanation of the proposed changes, and what they might indicate in terms of agriculture, especially in terms of rural areas in Poland. The arguments will be preceded by a discussion on the effects of the agricultural policy in 2007-2013.

Methods
This analysis is based on 2007-2013 data from the Farm Accounts Data Network (FADN) in Poland and a survey conducted by authors concerning institutional (qualitative) and quantitative factors of individual farms’ incomes using 400 representative farms from all FADN regions of Poland (Czyżewski 2013, chapter 6). The sample of individual farms in the main types of farming have been divided into two classes:
1) those which accumulate residual income equal (or higher) to the amount of land rent derived from local land prices; that class has been named “developing farms”;
2) those which don’t accumulate residual income in above mentioned level; that class has been named “non-developing farms”.

Authors used logit regression to identify a set of statistically significant variables both qualitative and quantitative which determine belonging to the mentioned classes. Then the parameters of logit regression models of a different types of farming have been estimated. In that way authors have recognized the farming types in Poland which develop mainly through the “institutional rents” and “differential rents” according to the ricardian terminology (Czyżewski 2010). Generally it can be said that at present fieldcrops and grainvores (pigs) types in Poland could acquire “institutional rents” in opposite to horticulture, other permanent crops and milk types which get “differential rents”. Next authors estimated a proportion of agricultural land in hectares in Poland attributed to those two subpopulations described by “institutional” or “differential” development path. An assumption has been made that the division of CAP funds after 2013 in Poland into pro-equality and pro-efficiency measures should keep the similar proportion because pro-efficiency measures are to stimulate “differential rents” and pro-equality funds – “institutional rents”. The next question for which authors seek an answer in table 1 is if such allocation of CAP funds will be possible after 2013 in Poland.

Evaluation of the support policy for rural areas in 2007-2013 – a review of the source materials
The opinions on the absorption of resources from the Rural Development Program (RDP) for the years 2007-2013 and possibilities to achieve the above macroeconomic goals are ambiguous.

3 Fieldcrops, horticulture and other permanent crops, milk, grainvores (pigs)
In the scope of the medium-term evaluation of the program realization (for the years 2007-2010), some expert opinions indicate a high probability that the macroeconomic guidelines of the program will be realized (Ocena Średniookresowa..., 2010). For example, it has been found that “in case of most of the actions, reaching the product and result indicator at the end of the programming period should not pose any problems”\textsuperscript{4}. Other analyses criticize the chosen action structure from the point of view of the assumptions made and the organization of the subsidies distribution system within RDP 2007-2013 (Rowiński, 2008). Below, the article presents the effects of RDP (both positive and negative) that determined the mechanism of allocating economic rents to farming and generally influenced the rural areas development in Poland.

Undoubtedly, Poland, with its agriculture and rural areas, became a net beneficiary of the EU budget (in the first five years of its membership the ratio of receipts within CAP to Poland’s contribution to the EU budget was over 1.5). Participation of the Polish institutions and farms in CAP and other community policies contributed to the increasing level of support for farming (Czyżewski, 2010). Since Poland joined the EU, budget expenditures have increased mainly thanks to co-financing the EU programs and financing direct payments. In comparison with the period prior Poland’s accession to the EU, there has also been a significant increase in the share of spendings on the agricultural sector in the total budget expenditures. In 2009 the ratio was 2.7 times higher than this year\textsuperscript{5}. The increase of the real value of the agricultural production and the margin squeeze in favour of agriculture\textsuperscript{6} resulted in a considerable increase of the Polish agricultural income level and a reduction of disparity between agricultural incomes and the average remuneration in the national economy. For the first five years of Poland’s membership the real income of agricultural producers increased by over 110%, mainly thanks to the direct subsidies that have been used by 80\% of farmers.

However, several issues may be raised against this background. First, it concerns the question of work efficiency in agriculture. Despite the fact that, according to the estimates of the report (Ocena Średniookresowa..., 2010) presented by the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, thanks to RDP 2007-2013, in the years 2007-2009 the GDP level increased by 0.22\% and the number of the employed increased by 0.28\%, the effects in the scope of the total increase of work efficiency in agriculture are almost nonexistent (in comparison with the forecast changes)\textsuperscript{7}, whereas the Program’s significant influence on this indicator has been assumed. What is interesting, though, is that the overall increase in the number of jobs in Poland significantly exceeded the expectations for the period 2007-2015, and the share of RDP in the increase was explicit – according to the estimations, thanks to RDP 2007-2013 the employment in Poland will increase by approximately 250,000 people by the year 2015.

However, other macroeconomic models do not confirm the nation-wide trend and indicate a weak but permanent influence of RDP on work efficiency (calculated as GDP per working person) in Poland. In the years 2007-2013 work efficiency is forecast to increase by 0.344% on average, which leads to a conclusion that RDP has a relatively stronger influence on the added value than the

\textsuperscript{4} A target level of adopted indicators raised doubts, for example in programs: “Use of advisory services by farmers and forest holders” and “Participation of farmers in food quality schemes”.

\textsuperscript{5} A.Czyżewski, Co dała integracja europejska polskiej wsi – w opinii ekonomisty, [w:] Polska wieś 2010. Raport o stanie wsi, J.Wilkin, I.Nurzyńska (red.), Fundacja na rzecz Rozwoju Polskiego Rolnictwa, Warszawa 2010, s. 164-166.

\textsuperscript{6} In the period 2004-2009 the real value of agricultural production increased in comparison with the period 1999-2003 more than 17\%, with an increase of the intermediate consumption by 13.5\%. The index “price scissors” (the ratio of prices received by farmers to prices of products purchased) in 2004-2008 was 98.5, with a value of 88.6 in the period 2000-2003. See: (Początki, 2010).

\textsuperscript{7} At the end of 2009, 53.7\% of the target RDP impact on economic growth was achieved, 49.1\% of the target impact on job creation and 0% in productivity. Thus, the target level of RDP’s impact on the mentioned two indicators have already been completed in the period 2007-2009 almost in half. That conclusion doesn’t concern the labor efficiency. See: (Ocena Średniookresowa..., 2010).
labour market (Zaleski et al., 2007). With reference to the agriculture itself, the data published by
the Central Statistical Office confirms this conclusion (Rocznik Statystyczny…, 2011). Employment in agriculture calculated in AWU⁸ is virtually constant in 1997-2009 (approx 2300 thousand AWU and growing insignificantly), and the added value of the section (at fixed prices, the previous year = 100) is systematically growing by approx 5% annually (in the years 1997-2009). Summing up, the share of RDP 2007-2013 in the increase of work efficiency is not explicit. However, it has been known that if it influenced this indicator, it was not through substituting own work and decreasing its involvement in agriculture, but through the increase of the added value of agricultural production.

The next significant aspect concerns the expected multiplier effects of RDP 2007-2013 and their implications for the next programming period. The authors of the cited above report claim that: “the results of the macroeconomic model simulation confirm that most of benefits of the RDP 2007-2013 are indirect. In the year 2015, the total agricultural sector production will be 0.6% higher than it would be in the same period if the Program was not being realized. Simultaneously, owing to the program realization, in the same period the whole economy’s production level will be higher by approx 0.8%. (...) In accordance with the macroeconomic model forecasts, as a result of RDP 2007-2013 the aggregated growth of the total GDP of Poland in the years 2007-2015 will amount to less than 80 billion PLN (value in prices from the year 2000), and by 2020 it will increase by approx. 110 billion PLN (...).” The evaluation of the above facts is ambiguous. The consumption demand is rather stimulated by the social nature of support. And the investment demand is stimulated by the modernization subsidies. In the first case, however, the biggest benefits are reached by the 3rd food economy zone, i.e. the food-processing industry, which strengthens asymmetry of rents division in this zone’s favour (as a result of the economic surplus outflow from agriculture to food processing).⁹ In the second case, apart from the agriculture itself also the 1st food economy zone (suppliers of resources and services for production) benefits from the multiplier effects but it does not take over to such an extent as the 3rd land rent zone. And thus the modernization and organizational processes increase agricultural effectiveness and improve rent allocation in favour of the agricultural sector (Rowiński, 2008). Therefore, in the programming period 2014-2020, some pressure should be put on the competitiveness and productivity of the Polish agriculture. This case is all the more alarming and difficult because the proposals of the European Commission are heading in the direction of increasing the role of so-called decoupling (the removal of the link between the direct payments and the size of production) and of pro-environmental funds (reference below).

The evaluation of the sustainable development concept realization is another problem. Does equal allocation of public resources to actions supporting rural areas development, environmental protection and agricultural incomes really means effective realization of the three goals? The experts claim that the medium-term evaluation (at the end of 2009) showed that the Program effectively realizes the above concept in all three aspects: economic, social and environmental. However, an analysis of the land rent allocation in the long-term challenges the thesis. According to the adopted assumptions, the asymmetry in the division of rents may first result in disturbances in the social aspect (in the context of fair remuneration of the work unit), which is a necessary condition for sustainability. Next, the economic profitability (i.e. the realization of a full-value land rent – so-called sufficient condition) is at risk, leading, as a result, to the lack of funds for land resources rehabilitation, indispensable to achieve the environmental goals. Therefore, a conclusion arises that an equal division of funds between the individual prerogatives of the sustainable

---

⁸ AWU – Annual Work Unit, corresponds to the work performed by one person who is occupied on an agricultural holding on a full-time basis.

⁹ Due to the fact that the social support does not enhance real agricultural productivity, does not increase the bargaining power of agriculture, or does not conducive to the creation of institutional structures, mitigating drainage of rent.
development cannot guarantee it. On the contrary, a certain disproportion in the share is desirable; a disproportion that is oriented to increasing the added value of the agricultural production while meeting specific requirements of interdependence of the economic and environmental goals (cross-compliance). The above approach is based on a specified goal hierarchy: first comes social balance (with respect to the parity remuneration of a work unit), then economic, and environmental at the end. It is an alternative for a multi-criteria concept of a common agricultural policy, assuming simultaneous realization of all the three premises of sustainable development. As for the Poland’s reason of state, according to the authors, there are objective premises to submit the form of the next programming period to the gradation proposed above (reference below).

Proposed CAP reforms from the point of view of the Polish rural areas’ interests

New challenges that agriculture will have to face imply the necessity of reorienting the intervention mechanisms. The most important question today does not concern the size of the union budget (there is a sort of a common agreement of the member states, in this matter, to maintain the level of financing), but the tasks that will be realized by the common agricultural policy. The authors are of the opinion that the added value in agriculture should not be examined exclusively in the financial dimension since it has its source in the realization of the major objective - creating such conditions in which agriculture will be multifunctional, market sustainable, and will be able to keep up rural areas, i.e. to protect nature and make a considerable contribution to the vitality of the rural life. Under the market conditions, farmers are under great pressure to increase productivity, the scale of specialization production, which makes it harder to fulfill its extra commercial function. At the same time, the market, driven by the principle of leveling marginal costs, supports the concentration of the agricultural production in regions adapt to it, and the production decline in the areas far less advantageous environmental and economic conditions. Due to this fact, the declarations regarding sustainability and creating a European agricultural model often do not correspond to the real processes (Zegar, 2010b). Thereby, a hypothesis has been formulated that the implementation of the common agriculture policy principles corrects unreliability of the market mechanism (a part of the economic surplus which under market conditions “leaks” to the non-agricultural sectors, comes back to agriculture, mainly through the tax system) and it is legitimate not only from the point of view of the economic efficiency, but also for social and environmental reasons.

The leitmotif of the changes in CAP after 2013 is to level the direct payments in the EU scale. The legislative proposals of the European Commission, agreed on with the member states, assume, however, that it will not be a “flat rate” system 10, but that in the countries that receive direct payments per ha below 90% of the average for the EU, the payment will be increased by a third of the difference between the balance as for 2013 and 90% of the EU average (from 2013), while maintaining the phasing-in principle. The resources needed for this redistribution will come from the countries that receive payments above the EU average, proportionally to the level of these subsidies. Although Poland will benefit from such reform, the benefit will be insignificant, running at 6-8 euro/ha (Czyżewski and Stepień, 2012).

The evaluation of the above solution from the point of view of the Polish agriculture is ambiguous - first of all, because the changes are distant from the solution proposed by Poland to make the subsidies rates uniform, and second of all, because they strengthen a payment system based on historical crops which is unfair for many countries. Although theoretically the SPS (single payment scheme) system is eliminated, and the direct payments are entirely separated from production (with some exceptions), the level of the future national ceilings will still be based on the current amounts which in turn are the result of the past negotiations taking into account the

10 A single EU-wide payment rate per hectare calculated by dividing the pool of direct payments by the number of UAA in the EU.
reference crop system. If we recognize the failure of the reference crop and base areas established during the Copenhagen negotiations, which constituted the base to calculate the payment envelope for Poland, the new programming period changes really little in this scope. In relation to 2013, when Poland reaches the full level of subsidies, it will be an increase of merely 1.7% in an annual perspective (in current prices). Although, if we take into account the whole amount of payments granted for the years 2014-2020, in comparison with the current budget the amount will increase by as much as 42%\(^{11}\). The increase, at least partially, will compensate to Poland the annual average draining of rents from agriculture in the long-term perspective, as well as it will reduce the asymmetry in their division (in various phases of the business cycle).

The second important reason for the changes in the direct payments system is the obligation to allot at least 30% of the national payment envelope to the “green component”. It implies the necessity to diversify crops (minimum 3 crops in a farm), maintenance of the current surface area of the permanent grassland, with the right to reduce the acreage by not more than 5% compared with the reference year, and allocation of a part of the arable land for ecological purposes (Czubak et al., 2011). This is the most arguable point of the EC’s proposal because of its microeconomic results, the influence on the sustainable development, and a long-term strategy for the EU agriculture.

The third important assumption of the changes in CAP is the “flexibility” of the direct payment envelope. The flexibility consists in possibilities of multidirectional use of the 1\(^{\text{st}}\) pillar envelope as well as transferring a part of the resources from the 2\(^{\text{nd}}\) pillar, according to the following scheme:

- up to 10% of the direct payment envelope may be transferred to the so-called production-linked support (that is, e.g., the support for specific agricultural sectors of a given country),
- up to 5% of agriculture for the support for areas with natural constraints (these are not less favoured areas),
- up to 2% for payments for “young farmers”
- for countries where the level of payments is lower than 90% of the community average (including Poland), the possibility to transfer up to 5% of the 2\(^{\text{nd}}\) pillar resources for direct payments.

A big advantage of transferring resources is the possibility to redirect the 1\(^{\text{st}}\) pillar to the intensive development (so-called differential rents) and sustainable development (the authors call it an institutional rent). The current evaluations of the absorption of the 1\(^{\text{st}}\) pillar resources vary, although many claim they have a negative influence on the productivity of the production factors. Therefore, let’s assume that it is not the best instrument for improving competitiveness and reaching differential advantages. Thus, it should be aimed, in particular, at those farms whose development is not determined by larger capital intensification and is more extensive. On the other hand, the entities whose rents are “differentially” conditioned should have an easier access to the investment support. For this purpose the above mentioned transfer of 10% of the direct payment envelope could be allotted.

Taking into account the fact that pro-equality (direct payments) and pro-ecological support dominates in amounts, as many transfers as possible should be made to increase potential resources for modernization. In practice, it implies the necessity to allot most of the 2\(^{\text{nd}}\) pillar resources to that purpose and to reallocate as many resources from the 1\(^{\text{st}}\) pillar as possible. What we mean by that is the use of the above mentioned 10% and 2% of potential transfers within the 1\(^{\text{st}}\) pillar, a complete resignation from the 5% transfer between the 2\(^{\text{nd}}\) and the 1\(^{\text{st}}\) pillars, resignation from 5% of resources for supporting the areas with natural limitations\(^{12}\), and maximum limitation of the flat rate

---

\(^{11}\) In 2007-2013, direct payments envelope was a total of 15 222 million €, and in the 2013 (after obtaining 100% of the annual envelope) will be 3 045 million €. In the new programming period 21 689 million € is provided for Poland, i.e. an average of 3 098 million per year. See: (Plewa, 2011)

\(^{12}\) In accordance with the principle that it is more efficient to recycle these resources for area payments.
for small agricultural producers\textsuperscript{13}. It is worth remembering that in the 2\textsuperscript{nd} pillar’s structure, there again will be some constant pro-equality elements – the liabilities on account of structural rents and the less favourable areas (LFA). According to Rowiński, when RDP 2007-2013 was being prepared, more than 35% of resources had already been allocated, including over 17% for settling the liabilities for the years 2004-2006, and close to 19% for covering actions which could not have been cancelled due to so-called acquired rights. It is the question of structural rents and subsidizing mountain areas and other LFA management (Rowiński, 2008). A similar situation may appear during the new programming period. That is why, according to the authors, the priority of allocating the remaining resources from RDP 2014-2020 should be modernization and supporting farm production investments in Poland, secondly taking into consideration the programs stimulating the horizontal integration in agriculture, but not more than at the level of the actual use of these resources in RDP 2007-2013. Table 1 shows the optimum allocation of resources from the point of view of sources of land rent.

The fourth reason for the CAP changes is an introduction of capping. This principle assumes that the amount of direct payments to which a farmer in entitled in the calendar year should be subject to reduction according to the following rules (Majewski, 2011):

- 20% for payment over 150,000€ and lower than 200,000€;
- 40% for payment over 200,000€ and lower than 250,000€;
- 70% for payment over 250,000€ and lower than 300,000€;
- 100% for payment over 300,000€.

In Poland the capping principle will, if necessary, concern farms of around 700 ha. In 2010 in Poland, only 802 entities out of 1.362 million beneficiaries received direct subsidies exceeding 150,000 euro. These farms used 980,000 ha, which was 7% of the total area included in the payment program, and the support payments received by these entities amounted to approximately 980,000 million PLN (about 7.8%) (Czubak et al., 2011). In the authors’ opinion, “capping” is the legislator’s unvoiced aspiration to use the land rent criterion in allocating direct payments. This principle should concern those farms that realize higher land rent than the farm land prices in the given area would suggest (it is the question of the above mentioned “institutional surplus”). It has not been determined yet, if the farms over 700 ha meet this criterion due to confirmed occurrence of other than differential land rents determinants.

The last, fifth reason for the CAP changes is the lump sum for small farms, which is mainly to simplify the system and lower its transaction costs. The EC proposal assumes that it will be possible to allot to this purpose up to 10% of the national direct payments envelope for farms whose amount of support does not exceed 15% of the average support in a member state or the amount equal to the average national payment per hectare multiplied by maximum three (Czubak et al., 2011). In the authors view, however, the benefits of simplifying the system in this matter should be balanced with the losses resulting from strengthening of the fragmented agricultural structure and “blocking” the process of land concentration. The lump sum payment should be high enough to be an alternative to applying for single payments which requires meeting specific conditions of agriculture and many formal efforts. However, it should also be low enough so that small farms would not refrain from sales or land lease. Therefore, the proposal of twice the area payments rate from 2013 seems reasonable. An opportunity arises here for 2- and 3-ha farms, which by using the lump sum payment may lease 1-2 ha to bigger farms for “greening” purposes. This way the land that often does not provide the owner with any land rent because it is not productive enough or maintained in good culture, has a chance to receive such a rent.

\textsuperscript{13} In the sense that support small farms does not enhance agrarian transformation.
The potential allocation of CAP funds in Poland divided into pro-efficiency and pro-equity measures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Amount in I Pillar in the period 2014-2020</th>
<th>Amount in II Pillar in the period 2014-2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pro-efficiency measures</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5% of Pillar I – specific sectors</td>
<td>1 084 450 000 €</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2% of Pillar I – young farmer</td>
<td>433 780 000 €</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65% of Pillar II – farms modernization, adjustment of small farms, other pro-investment programs</td>
<td></td>
<td>8 604 678 500 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUM</strong></td>
<td><strong>10 122 908 500 € (29% of all funds in CAP)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pro-equity measures</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6% of Pillar I – a lump sum for small farms (max 3ha)</td>
<td>1 314 801 600 €(^1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87% of Pillar I – area payments (including 30% of „greening” component)</td>
<td>18 855 968 400 € (ca. 205 €/ha per year)(^2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% of Pillar II – structural rents</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 651 584 000 €(^3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14% of Pillar II – LFA (less favourable areas) support</td>
<td>1 885 537 500 €(^4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0,06% of Pillar II – farm groups</td>
<td>88 200 000 €(^5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUM</strong></td>
<td><strong>24 796 091 500 € (71% of all funds in CAP)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) 430 800 farms of 1 to 3 ha multiplied by 436 euro, i.e. a lumpsum which a farm of 2 hectares will receive in 2013 r. and by 7 years. In authors’ opinion if a lumpsum is attributed to the farms of 1 to 3 ha, its amount should be balanced on a level of payment acquired by 2 hectares farm in 2013.

\(^2\) (18 855 968 400 / 7); (13 980 489 ha entitled to payments - 850 000 ha of farms receiving a lumpsum)

\(^3\) Basing on forecasted limit for 2014 according to programming period 2017-2013.

\(^4\) Basing on forecasted limit for 2014 according to programming period 2017-2013 - 2020.

\(^5\) Basing on forecasted limit for 2014 according to programming period 2017-2013.


A basic assumptions of the CAP reform presented above show the different directions of changes in the system of direct payments. Some of them are positively evaluated in the context of the interests of Polish agriculture, others have a negative effect. The new mechanism of direct payments proposed by the European Commission (2011) or individual EU countries is the result of long-term negotiations. The information provided in the table 2 shows high differences in opinions of the EU countries, but also indicate areas in which compromise is close. It follows that the question of the future of CAP is a complex issue, and in many points debatable. To reach compromise, it will be necessary to make concessions from all Member States.

**Conclusions**

On the basis of the evaluation of the new direct payments system and their implications for agriculture in Poland, it is possible to state that the EC’s proposal is a consequence of graduality of the agricultural system under conditions of economic growth, economic integration, and societies growing wealthy. This graduality is probably a universal development feature of agriculture, although the aim of this paper was not to empirically prove such thesis. In the European agricultural model there clearly appeared two development stages and currently the third one is being developed. The first stage lasted until the beginning of the 1950’s and was a period subordinated to the food self-sufficiency priority (Adamowicz, 2005). The second fundamental stage of the agricultural policy was clearly prototypical. Its realization began in 1992 together with the introduction of Mac Sharry’s reform and implementation of compensating payments for farmers. It allowed a gradual reduction of institutional prices and creation of an increased demand for the Community’s agricultural products, and at the same time it allowed undesirable supply increase (Małysz, 2001). The next CAP changes introduced after 1992 were a continuation of the stipulation...
of Mac Sharry’s reform and underlined more and more the idea of interdependence of subsidies and sustainable development criteria (“cross-compliance”).

Table no. 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The proposed changes to the direct payment system</th>
<th>Positive evaluation of changes in selected countries:</th>
<th>Negative evaluation of changes in selected countries:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct payments as a main instrument of the CAP</td>
<td>Most Member States, including Poland</td>
<td>Great Britain, Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintaining the diversity of the rates of direct payments</td>
<td>Germany, France, Netherlands, Belgium, Denmark</td>
<td>Poland, Lithuania, Latvia, Romania, Slovak, Estonia, Spain, Portugal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchasing power as the criterion for the calculation of rate of direct payments</td>
<td>Germany, France, Netherlands, Denmark</td>
<td>Poland, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Romania, Bulgaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction of direct payments to the largest farms (capping)</td>
<td>Poland, Romania, Lithuania, Latvia, Italy, Portugal</td>
<td>Czech Republic, France, Denmark, Germany, Netherlands, Austria, Sweden, Finland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Greening” of the direct payments</td>
<td>Sweden, Great Britain, Germany, France, Netherlands, Denmark</td>
<td>Poland, Romania, Lithuania, Latvia, Spain, Slovakia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lump sum payments for small farmers</td>
<td>Most Member States, mainly Poland, Romania, Italy, Greece, Bulgaria</td>
<td>No clear negative ratings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The possibility of transferring funds from the II (rural development) to the I pillar (direct payments)</td>
<td>Most Member States, including Poland</td>
<td>Great Britain, Sweden, Netherlands</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The current EC proposal from 2011 concerning CAP in the programming period 2014-2020 is expansion of this idea. This stage is distinguished by changes in the model of agricultural sector product consumption and takes into account the usefulness linked to the well-being of the natural environment. A special significance is attributed to the farmers providing public goods, for which, though, they do not get remunerated by the market. Therefore, there occurs a premise, also of economic rationality character, that justifies the idea of remunerating agricultural producers from public funds. All the more so because, as underlined by W. Poczta, the farmers need to meet high requirements in the scope of food safety, fulfilling environmental protection standards, people and animals health protection, and care for the well-being of animals. Without the support of public funds, meeting these criteria would be impossible and there would occur harmful social processes of concentration of the manufacturing potential. In practice, it implies setting up enormous plant monocultures in the areas of best natural conditions and concentration of animal production on a large scale in big farms (Poczta, 2010). It contradicts the idea of environmental, spatial, social and economic order, and therefore the whole sustainable development concept.

It should be noticed that considering agriculture and rural communities as public goods suppliers implies a conclusion that not only the areas of agricultural land in particular countries but also the number of people employed in the agricultural sector (!) should be the division criteria of direct payments envelopes in the EU. Unfortunately, the EC proposal concerning the future programming period does not take into account the second part of the above observation because the direct payments per person employed in the agricultural sector are characterized by gross disproportion between the 15 countries of the “old” EU and the new members. Moreover this disproportion will maintain. It is a clear inconsistency which results from the contradiction between particular national interests and the strategic goals of the entire EU. Such contradictions cannot be avoided. Paradoxically, though, their occurrences do not need to mean a decision-making chaos and
does not entitle to propose a thesis about the lack of a long-term strategy for the agricultural development in the EU (Grochowska and Rowiński, 2011). It would be a classic assumption error. The sum of the microeconomic inefficiencies does not have to indicate inefficiency in the macro scale. It is obvious that the EU countries differ in the microeconomic effectiveness of allocating labour resources and capital in agriculture, and that because of it they should undertake different actions in this scope. It is possible due to the elasticity in allocating subsidies in the 1st and 2nd pillars of CAP, which Poland should use, taking into consideration its particular national interests. In the authors’ opinion, the maximally pro-efficiency and modernization orientation of the 1st and 2nd pillars of CAP within a binding institutional framework is in the interest of the Polish agriculture. It does not, however, thwart the common long-term EU strategy oriented to sustainable development.
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